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In Chile, demand for electricity will soon exceed water resources. The country will then face severe energy
dependence, with very little control over generation costs, and with increasing emission of contaminating
gases into the atmosphere. Nuclear energy may be considered an appropriate and stabilizing alternative
for the system in the medium term, the benefits of nuclear generation to be thus extended to a country
which has a moderate demand for electricity.

This new scenario will require an additional technical and regulating effort by CCHEN and by the state, as
well as re-orientation of their activities in connection with public opinion.

The Public Nuclear Energy Education Program, initiated in 1976 by CCHEN, has been developed for
purposes of achieving public acceptance of nuclear energy as a way of facilitating development of various
activities which pertain to CCHEN's scope of action, and of creating a climate which is favorable to
acceptance of nuclear energy as an alternative source of energy. Thus, the object is that the public draw
informed conclusions on the benefits and risks implicit in the use of isotopes, radiation, and nuclear power
generation.

The Program consists of activities for high school students aimed at vocational orientation of those who
stand out in the science area, training and extension activities for teachers, journalists, and professionals, a
program of guided tours of the nuclear centers, a publicity campaign conducted in the various media and,
since 1980, massive distribution of brochures and magazines.

There are no declared anti-nuclear movements in Chile. Nevertheless, there are opinions against nuclear
power in different relevant sectors. Lately, the social communication media have preferred CCHEN as
their source of information, a fact which makes it possible for the latter to have access to good coverage of
its activities.

1.0 Introduction

Nuclear development plans and programs are faced with public rejection to a greater or lesser degree, due
to use of nuclear energy for war purposes, to the circumstances surrounding radioactive waste, to nuclear
testing, and to accidents which have occurred in some nuclear plants.

Achievement of public acceptance of nuclear energy is a priority task for those who are convinced that
nuclear energy constitutes an active part of the processes which are destined to improve living conditions
for the country's population and also a way to make greater progress and well-being possible.

2.0 Purpose of CCHEN's Dissemination Program

The purpose of the program is to achieve public acceptance of nuclear energy. The program is structured
so that public acceptance of nuclear energy may facilitate development of CCHEN's activities and create a
favorable climate towards acceptance of nuclear energy as an alternative source of energy. Target
population segments of the program are as follows: Elementary and high school students and the general
public; higher education students and professionals; journalists of the various communication media; the
national productive sector; and authorities of the Central, Regional, and Legislative Branch of Government.
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3.0 Organization and Human Resources

The Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission's (CCHEN) Dissemination and Extension Program has been
structured to satisfy the needs of our country's 15 million inhabitants, taking into account location of the
same in the extreme southwest of the American continent. Chile's continental and island territory covers
an area of 756,626 kM2. Its geographical configuration is characterized by a length of more than 4400
km.
The Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission, with a staff of 336, is an institution which forms part of Chile's
scientif ic-technological system, and was legally created in September of 965, for purposes of aftending to
problems related to production, acquisition, transfer, transport, and peaceful use of nuclear energy".

CCHEN's physical infrastructure consists of the La Reina Nuclear Center, the Lo Aguirre Nuclear Center,
and various Laboratories.

The Commission has a Dissemination and Extension unit for purposes of design and execution of the
Dissemination and Extension Program. The unit is directly dependent on the Executive Director.

3.1 Human Dissemination and Extension Resources

Two Engineering Technicians with graduate training in nuclear engineering, one University trained
Administration Technician, two Physics Professors, two Executive Secretaries, and I part-time Journalist.

3.2 Financial Resources available for Execution of the Program

To date, expenses have exceeded an average of US$ 130,000 annually.

4.0 Dissemination

4.1 For Students and Teachers: a) A permanent exhibit room; b) An itinerant exhibit; c) Tours of
CCHEN's Nuclear Centers; d) Use of videos; e) Talks to schools; f) Massive distribution brochures; g)
Web pages.

4.2 For Journalists: a) Videos on loan; b) Institutional folder; c) Web pages; d) Press bulletins; e) Press
conferences.

4.3 For Professionals: a) Annual Executive Report; b) Nucleo-technical magazine; c) Sponsoring
Institutions (Carpeta nstitucional) d) Videos on loan; e) Participation in Sector Fairs; f) Visits to the Nuclear
Centers; g) Directory Service Advertisements; h) Web Pages.

4.4 For the General Public: a) Permanent exhibit room; b) Itinerant exhibit; c) Annual Executive
Summary; d) Massive distribution brochures; e) Radio Advertising Campaigns; f) Contracted space
in newspapers and magazine; g) Web pages.

Period Public Permanen Itineran Tours Videos Talks Fairs
t t to on
Exhibit Exhibit Centers Loan

1996/ Institution 243 23 216 37
1999 s 28 34 39,143 5,279 176 4,645 50,000

Persons
Penod Annual Nucleo- Directory Brochures

Executive technical (advertisern (samples)
Summary Magazine ents)

I(samp
19M 1 $1000 24 234,000

!1999

5.0 Extension

5.1 For Students: a) National Gathering of Young Talent; b) Experimental Physics Laboratory for High
School Students.

5.2 For Teachers: a) Workshop: Nuclear Energy in Education: A Didactic Approach; b) Mini-course on
uses and applications of nuclear energy.
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5.3 For Journalists and Communicators: a) Seminar on Nuclear Energy.

5.4 For Professionals: a) Courses on Radiological Protection.

Statistics on courses offered during the past four years:

Courses on Radiological 1996 1997 1998 1999 Total
-Protection
Course Ele 72 96 104 Go 340
Radi n (CEPRO)
Basic Course on Radiological 47 72 41 167 327

CPI=)
Basic Course on Radiological 37 37 31 37 142
Protection in the Health Sector
(CASS)

Basic Course on Radiological 8 33 23 64
Protection for Policemen
Basic Course on Radiological 34 24 29 87
Protection for
Firemen

Basic Course on Radiological 47 29 76
Protection lor Chile's
Investigations Department
Sub-Totals per year 164 239 280 1 253 1 1046 1

b) Specialized Seminars

6. 0 Publicity.

a) Directories; b) Sponsoring Institutions (Carpeta Institucional); c) Radio advertising campaigns; d)
Posters in the Santiago sub-way; e) Contracted space in newspapers and magazines.

Period Mi i-Radio Programs Press Notes Press Bulletins
(2 Radio Stations) 

11996/ 23 26 25
1999 1

Note: During 1996, Mini-Radio Programs were aired at two radio stations (Portales and Minerfa). In 1999,
they were aired only at Radio Portales.

7.0 Evaluation

a) Increased interest on the part of journalists to become acquainted with peaceful uses of nuclear energy
as well as to report on the same has become noticeable, together with an increase in articles
published on nuclear topics.

b) There is increased interest and motivation on the part of the general public to become more acquainted
with applications of nuclear energy.

c) There has been a significant increase in requests for information on nuclear topics from students,
teachers, schools, universities, and the general public, both in the Metropolitan Region as well as in the
rest of the country.

d) There has been an increase in requests for information from public as well as private companies, either
in connection with services rendered by the Institution or in connection with bibliographical support
material.

8.0 Projections of the Dissemination Program

8.1 International. The program has been presented at several international meetings in countries of the
Region and in IOAS (01EA). Chile has offered its collaboration in this field to countries in the Region.

8.2 Internal in the short term

CCHEN's Dissemination program satisfies information demand from the target population segments and
has succeeded in committing official participation in educational activities for universities and organizations
which are dependent on the Ministry of Education.
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Activities to be developed will be aimed at allowing the national population to increasingly accept nuclear or
conventional technology derived from execution of the national nuclear development program, and to
incorporate the same into its processes.

9.0 CoordinationwithGovernmentAuthoritiesindeliveryofinformationtoPublic0pinion

A major portion of information arising in the nuclear field, to which public opinion is particularly sensitive, has
technical and political components.

This fact makes handling of information difficult, given the fact that technical opinion is subordinated to
political authority.

In this sense, and to prevent public confusion in connection with the matter, CCHEN is extremely careful to
ensure that there is only one official position in connection with the nuclear topic.

10.0 Dealing with representatives of mass communication media

Representatives of the mass communication media constitute undoubtedly one of the key actors in
management of public opinion in the nuclear field.
Given the above, CCHEN has placed great importance on its relationship with the mass communication
media.

1 1.0 Conclusions

Nuclear development in Chile has until now been associated with the use of isotopes and radiation. In the
field of energy, the nuclear power alternative is not expected to materialize in the short term.

In general, public opinion towards development of nuclear activity has been favorable, a situation which
could change drastically if Chile opts for nuclear power generation. CCHEN is working on facing this
probable new scenario.
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